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CONSIDINE DENIES HIMSELF TENURE
STUD COUNCIL VOTES FOR REFERENDUM
7.D. WAS A PRINCE," SAYS CONNOLLY
THIRTEEN COEDS ATTEMPT SUICIDE
COUNCIL MEASURES INEFFECTIVE
STU DAVIDSON TOLD TO SIT DOWN
The Student Council decided last
flight that it would have a
student referendum.to determine
wile th er or not they should
actively prevent tile resignation
of News-Letter Editor J.D.
Considine. The vote, taken at an
emotion-wracked special meeting
of the council, marks the first
time in recent memory that the
Student Council has taken action
in attempts to influence the
functio Ii o f an, • S . A .C.
Organization. Mr. Considine, who
has been editor of the
News-Letter since early
September, has commented that
he. is leaving the News-Letter
"...to attend to pressing matters
of personal concern," and
because he felt that he had
6 

'Wasted too damn much time
already on that stupid rag." (The
full text of Mr. Considine's
statement appears below.)
Although it has been

traditional that once ail editor
resigns, no one can make itim
come back, the Council feels that
Mr. Considine has no right
leaving in the first place. "He is
au u tterly brilliant guy, he's
taken that paper a long way,"
Commented S.C. President David
Chesanow. "He was, 4uite
simply, the best thing that could
have .11 a ppened to the
News-Letter this year......
"Of course, he is kind of

strange," Mr. Citesanow added,
but what he does in Wyman

Park is his own business. He's still
a good editor."
Other Council members

assented. George Connolly, who
Worked with Mr. Considine on
the Pfeffer issue, had this to say:
:J.D. is a prince. All through the
Pfe ffe r struggle, lie printe,d

,anything we gave him. Now, I
realize that was principally

• because he was so hard up for
copy, but would Russ Smith have
printed that shit?"
The staff of the News-Letter

was divided on the issue. Many
felt that they would miss Mr.
Considine. As one writer (who
wishes to remain anonymous)
put it, "Sure, He was arrogant,
pompous, • self-centered and
overly self-indulgent, but who
else would be stupid enough to
put up with all this every week?"

According to inside reports,
however, Mike Deak, a senior
currently fu tictic,oing as
Contributing Editor, is stupid
enough. "Become editor?" said
Mr. Deak when asked if he had
any personal interest in the
position. "Who do I have to
kill?"
Once the Student Council

learned of Mr. Considine's
decision to resign, they called an
emergency press conference, to
which Mr. Considine was
naturally invited. Upon his
revival, they then proceeded to
lock him into the board room at
Shriver Hall, under the condition
that he would only be allowed to
leave if he rescinded his
resignation. Mr. Considine
responded by telling them to
forget it, and climbed out the
second-story window. He is
currently recovering from injuries
sustained during that fall.

Undaunted in their efforts to
stay the resignation, it was
decided to blackmail Mr.
Considine into keeping his
position as editor. After a brief

• discussion as to the means for the
operation; it was decided that a
young lady would be employed

to maneuver Mr. Considine into a
compromising position, which
would be recorded by one of the
News-Letter's staff
photographers. Mr. Considine
would then be informed that,
unless he remained editor, the

, pictures would be published in
the News-Letter. In the event the
young lady proved to be
ineffective, a member of the Gay
Caucus was to be held in reserve.

A notoriotis celibate, however,
Mr. Considine resisted the young
lady's advances by reciting the
recording personnel of his entire
record collection. (Commented
one of Mr. Considine's friends,
"J.D.'s always had' problems like
that.")
Not wishing to panic the

student body, the S.C. nad kept

its efforts secret, but after
continued failure, it was felt that
perhaps the tadministration would
be of assistance. approaching
Dean of Undergraduate Students
Sigmund Suskind , the Council
asked if Dean Suskind could put
academiC pressure on ,Mr.
Considine. The Council members
felt that if Mr. Considine was to
be informed tiiat his G.P.A. had
been reduced to a 1.8, that he
would acquiesce to their
demands. This plan, too, was
abandoned when Dean Suskind
informed the Council that their
threat would place Mr.
Considine's G.P.A. three tenths
of a point above wherq it stands.

At this point Stu Davidson, a
longtime friend of Mr. Considine,
stood up and said, "Perhaps we
should allow J.D. to resign the

post. After all, it's a free country.
Why pick on him?" The Cou.leil
then voted, almost unanimously,
to say "Sit down, Stu!"
Realizing that perhaps

attempts to force Mr. Considine's
hand were following the wr.ong
tack, the Council decided to
entice him to stay. At first, the
Council offered Mr. Comidine
$500 to continue as editor.
Angrily, Mr. -Considine refused
the offer, asserting, "I cannot be
bought." When the stake was
raised to $1,000, Mr. Considine
said, "I can, nowever, be rented."
The deal fell through, however,
as the Council had depended
upon the box office receipts of
Andy Albstein's showings of
Monty Python Meets Beyond the
Fringe.
Suddenly, reports of the

impending resignation became
public Tuesday, and the reaction
of the student body was as
shocking as .it. was intense.
Thirteen freshmen coeds were
admitted to University Hospital
in suicide attempts that
afternoon, although it was later
learned that the incident was
unrelated.
Once the word was out,

however, the S.C. knew that it
had to act c,uickly, to prevent
pandemonium and to get to the
students while they were still in
town. Presently, Mr. Considine
has been assigned bodyguards to
protect him from students
stopping him-on campus to plead
with him to "Don t do it, J.D.!"
Informed sources predict,

however, that the harrassment of
Mr. Considine will cease once the
students realize that by resigning,
•Mr. Considinewould no longer be -
editor.

Complete Text of Considine Statement:

I QUIT!
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THE WASTED LAND
'Nam Sibyllam 4uidem Cumis ego ipse oculi meis vidi in ampulla pendere, et cum

illi pueri dicerent: Eti31.5aXa rt OEXetcr; respondebat illa: SexocrOat A 0€X0.).

THE RESURRECTION OF THE DREAD

April is the cruellest month, bringing
Students out of the "D" Level, mixing
Memory with crib sheets, stirring
Dull minds with great pain. •
Jan-term kept us drunk, feeding
The lush life with free time.
The T.A.'s surprised us, coming out of the MSE
With a shower of exams; we stopped in the Rathskellar
And drank beer, and talked for an hour.
Eh, bien! Fermez la bouche, ma petite alien!
And when I was a kid, stayin' at my cousin's,
In Jersey, he took me out for a lid,
And I was scared. He said, Murray
Murray, breathe in deep. And up we went.
In High School, you got a way with murder.
I read almost all night, and go to Florida for Easter.

What are the roots that work, what pathways flow
Out of this organic rubbish? Jesus Christ,
Who can say, or even guess, when all you have is •
A sheaf of someone else's notes, where the Prof. eats,
And the readings give no info, the T.A. no relief
And your girlfriend is no ass or nothin'. Only
There is an answer in this guy's notes,
(Come over here and look at this guy's notes),
And it will give you something different from either
Your answer this morning you showed me at lunch
Or the answer this evening you had at dinner;
I will show you an answering handful of notes.
will show you an "A" in a handful of notes
0 Tochter, liebe Tochter,
Was hast Du gedenkt,
Das Du Die/it an die Kutscher
Und die Furknecht hast gehangt?

"You gave me the Springsteen album last year;
"They called me the Springsteen freak then."
—Yet when we came back, late, from the Bruce Springsteen concert,
Your blouse full and your pants wet, I could not,
And my courage failed, I was neither
Pure nor impure, and I knew no one,
Looking into the headlights, in silence.
Luf lend leer, das me!

For Hugh Kenner
ii miglior critico

Professor Sobaritsu, famous chemist,
Had a bad accent, nonetheless
Is thought to be the wisest man in Remsen,
With a wicked set of lectures. Here, said he,
Is your chaine, the Ethyltetraflouride, •
(Those are carbons that are it., bonds. Look!)
Here is the Benzine cycle, the •Flourinate ring,
The ring of amplifications.
Here is the band with three links, and here the builds,
And here is the one bond ioh, aid this rihg,
Which is closed, is something wtich is used for transfers,
Which I'm not allowed to run tests on. I do hot find
A bad bond. Fear hydrogen links.
I see a group of carbons, dhcing round in a ring.
Thank you very much. If ya see Charlie,
Tell him I'm bridging the notes myself?
I don't want him to lose them all.

Unreal Campus,
A crowd floated into tie library, so many,
I had not thought tests would undo so !miry.
Cigarettes, slowburning, were exhaled.
And. each fixed his eyes unto his-book.
Flowed down the stirs and past the turnstile,
To where Arthur 0. Lovejoy spends thQ hours
With a dead stare till the final stroke of twelve.
There I saw o.te I knew, and stopped him, crying: "Steiaberg!
"You who were with me on that floor ki Wilson!
"That grade you added last yearto your tn,n_cript,
"Do y ou think they will find out? Will you fake this year? -
"Or is the Honour Code after your head?
"Oh, keep the Dea.. far Hence, that's a friend for you,
"Or with his pals they'll dig it up agaia!
"You! hypocrite professeur! —mun semblable, pere!-

Not only the title, but the plan and a good deal of the jokes were
suggested by Moses David's pamphlet on the Grail legend: Shooting Up:
Your Key To Heaven And Getting Laid. Indeed so deeply am I indebted to
the pamphlet that I will probably be sued for plagiarism; but my lawyers
can probably get me off. I am also indebted to another work of philosophy,
one which has influenced our generation progoundly: I mean
Jonathan Livingston Seagull: I have used especial pages 2-3 and the picture
on the cover. Anyone who is acquainted with these works is probably
illiterate anyway.

The Resurection of the Dread

Line 20. Cf. Marvel Comics, 12/15/63, p. 12.
23. Cf. graffiti, third floor men's room Gilman.
31. V. Wozzech, II, Andre's song, iv.
42. Motto, source prefers to stay anonymous.
46. I am not familiar with the exact constitution of the molecule

mentioned, which I have obviously fabricated to suit my own conveniences,
like Organic Chemistry itself, the whole thing is rather meaningless.

63. Cf. Mencken: "Another piss-poor day in Baltimore."
64. However much this may resemble Inferno III, 55-57, it is purely

coincidental.
64. I forget where this is from.
68. This one I remember, but I'm not going to tell you.
74. Cf. "The Honour Cory—lission vs. Anyone", June 1975.
76. Mallarme, from an laundry ticket.
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• HEISMAN TROPHY
In a startling turn of events,

the National College Football
Writers and Broadcasters
Association named Charlie
"Sweet" Hauck, star defensive
lineman (in fact, the entire
defensive line on occasion) for
Coach Cox's Blue Jay squad of
'77, the Heisman Trophy award
winner for this year.

This announcement was made.
last night by CBS sports
correspondent Iry Cross in the
nationally broadcast T.V. special
honoring the recipient of this

ay "Bad Boy" Snares Heisman

coveted award. Of course, the
Heisman Trophy is given to the
player who displays the most
talent throughout the season. It
had been expected that Earl
Campbell of the nationally
ranked Texas Longhorns would
receive thenod, and the decision
justifiably sent many sports
writers and officials reeling.

As a defensive lineman,
"Sweet" Hauck was often
responsible for busting up '
opponents' plays as well as their
heads with his bone-crushing
tackles and fierce aggressive play.

Rifle Team
Takes

No Prisoners
By Christy Joe Anderson

The rifle team scored its first
victory of the season Friday
against the ominous Western
Maryland team. It was a clear cut
victory for the Hop with only
°he man of the Maryland team
Still walking at the end of the
meet.

Tile sole survivor for Wayland
was freshman Tim Montgomery.
It was a lucky break for the
PPPosing team that Montgomery
was a freshman, as Maryland
would have been hurting next
Year with four seniors listed as
graduating at the end of the 1977
season.
There was only one casualty

for the Hopkins team, senior
Howard Leadbetter. Ile was
grazed in the first round, but
managed to keep shooting by
having his dog hold tile rifle and
pulling the trigger with his toe.

I was able to talk to Howie as
h e was 1.oaded into tile
ambulance. C.A.: How do you
thin k the meet went today,
Howard? Leadbetter: Well, it was
good that it was a victory, as our
losses are so minute that we
Should still have someone left to
shoot on Saturday if the team
survives the practices we have set
1113 next week. C.A.: And what
would tose be? Leadbetter: For a
Warmup, on Monday, the team
will do a reenactment of the
tattle of Gettysburg by dividing
the team .nto two opposing
groups. C.A.:' Wasn't that a
terribly bloody ba t t le? Aren't
YOU going to have the team shoot
a t each other with blanks?Leadbetter: Hell, no. We don't
Parhper the team. They'll be up
4c,gainst worse in the
t:lampionships, so they better get
sed to it now. Howard

ec)bviously did not adjust himself
n°ugh as these were the last
:Olds he ever said. Time of'Leath: 4:32 p.m.
te Other injuries for the Hopkins
4/11 included froth Bill Monroe

and sophomore Al Pope. They
sustained only minor paralysis on
their left side. Bill Monroe,
however, is a pre-med, and upon
discovering that he would miss
one day of his freshman Chem
course, he promptly shot himself
in the cranium.

I talked to Pope, nowever, at
Union Memorial. C.A.: What do
you think is the major cause of
your injury? Was it a lack of
training on your part, or was the
other team member who was
assigned to you just sharper?
Pope: Actually it was neither of
those. I was cramming for an
Organic test at the time of the
meet, and completely forgot
about the other guy. It's too bad,
really. They say that I will.
eventually go blind, so long as it
happens after the finals, though,
I'm all right. C.A.: Good to hear
.that, Al.

This Saturday the team
faces off against Georgetown.
The chances for another win look
good as I talked with coach Jim
Phillips. C.A.: How does it look
this weekend, coach? Phillips:
Right now, it looks great. We
outnumber them in survivors by
a ratio of two to one. Just on the
basis of numbers, we have them
whipped. They lost their two top
shooters in scrimmages last week.
Unfortunately, they have the
new rapid fire sub machine guns.
That might prove to be an
advantage when you compare
them to our vintage 1776 single
fire muskets. C.A.: Why is it that
Hopkins doesn't provide the
team with the latest in
equipment when the team has
done so well lately? Phillips:
Well, as I understand it, Chris,
there has been a shortage of
money for athletics. They had to
fly the cross-country team to the
Division One Nationals. I can't
understand that. They finished
third in the conference. I don't
see why they should get to go to
the nationals. It's just not fair.

'C.A.: It's tough, Jim. But that's
the way things work around here.

In fact, it has been rumored that
the Incredible Hauck enjoys
eating small children for
breakfast as well as drinking beer
(Miller Lite) at all times of the
day (Charlie also enjoys the easy
open cans).

Although his is a fine
footballer in his own right,
"Herbie" Hauck has often been
accused of using illegal tactics in
his play. On the field he viciously
employs the closeline technique
(made famous by Lurch in the
Longest Yard), while off the field

he has been caught "piling on" a
number of times.

According to Vicki Murtif,
close confidant of this Blue Jay,
Charlie has scored enough points
to put him on a level equivalent
to that of Earl Campbell in
offensive play. It is in the
category of offensive "foreplay"
that Hauck squeezes ahead.

Reactions from Hopkins
Athletic 'staffers have been
coming in all day. "Already plans
are being made with the
Registrar's Office to make sure
that Charlie stays here another

few years," commented Bob
Scott.

"I've always said that Rick
Law was our best all around
lineman," said Coach Cox
scratching his head and drinking
coffee through the face guard
bars o his helmet, personally
autographed by Willie Scroggs.
Hauck will be presented with

one of the newly purchased
athletic vans tonight at the team
party in recognition of his
achievement.

"Ain't nobody can beat me,"
shouted Charlie. "Now I got the
gold to prove it!"

Light-hearted marksman takes aim at good, clean fun!

Fencers Foiled
When Prank Backfires

Four members of the 3111.1
:ening Team were ti agically
killed Wednesday evening in the
Newton H. White Athletic.
Center. This was to have been the
group's last practice for 1977 for
fencers Adam Stern and Kevin
Granville and Armoroers Dave
Meyer and George Toth.

According to Captiain Keith
Pesto, the incident was the result
of one of those freakish
combinations of men, time, and
place that are so often the causes
of such tragedies.

Ile stated, "This being the last
practice of the year, George and
Dave thought it would be funny
to substitute cardboard for the
regular padding. When Kevin and
A LIM ran each other through, 1

ess the team got a bit upset. I
remember Adam saying as he lay
ilying, 'It only hurts when I
1:lugh."
For the four dead, it was the

last laugh. Dave de Bellis, another

team cap tam, told a different
story.

"All of the team except for
myself were crocked that night,
especially Kevin and Adam.
Those clowns thought it would
be funny to wear cardboard
boxes instead oi padding and no
masks at all."

Stern was the only one alive
enough to have any last words.
His spleen, however, was found
languidly wedged between two
hot water pipes. Toth's face
resembled a water melon that
had been run over by a lawn
mower. One of Meyer's eyeballs
was skewered on the end of a
sabre like runny catsupy onion
at op a long forgotten shish
kebab. Granville's entrails were
carelessly scattered on the floor
like a slimy discarded garden
hose. len quarts oh Janitor in the
Drum were needed to clean up
the chair of time Grim Reaper.

Coach Dick Oles was
optimistic about the team's

ture. He said, —Sure a few
people were lost. Dishonor is the-
only reward to those who
dishonor the tools of honor.
Vengeance by the team was only
proper. Most of the team is still
alive, and more freshmen will
come in next year. A few bodies
were lost, but a lot more
characters were built. Remember.
weapons don:t kill people people
kill people."
According to Dea

Director of Community
Relations, the traedy has
already contacted us because
they're going to create a movie
based on 'the incident. It' will be
called The Charm City Blue Jay
Massacre. It will be fillned on
campus next spring and will trace
each boy's life up to the final
moments. The production
company is going to try to get
Henry Winkler to play Adam,
and Glen Campbell to compose
and sing the theme song."

With only one casualty in the
Western Maryland meet, the team
is off to a good start this year. If
they can maintain a full squad up
to the Championships, the

chances are excellent that they
will be able to go to tile
Nationals which will be held this
year in the Utah Salt Flats. The

team i _encouraging fans t come
and watch them next week. And
flowers for Howard Lcadbetter
may be sentc/o Box 2321. JHU.
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SYLVESTER STALIONE/TALIA SHIRE
BURGESS MEREDITH/DIRECTED BY JOHN AVILDSEN
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Weekend Wonder Aix
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WINNER—Best Picture
WINNER—Best Director

1976 ACADEMY AWARDS
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Like Music????

Don't read

this book
That's Hip. 4' J. D. Considine. New York (Nuturally!,i
Musicologist Press. 730 pages. $ 7.95.

BY jOSQUIN DES PRES

So you thought you were hip? Fat chance. Considine's

got more hot wax than any other musicologist on the

block. His sizzling, searing, outrageous, and never tasteful

one-liners are the terror of the music industry. Who else

insults his audience more often than the records under

review? Nay, not even the early John Simon was ever so

caustic, egocentric and pretentious. Surely Considine has

alienated more readers than any other critic. How many

times can you, as a reader, be told tnat you're stupid

before you finally conclude that Considine's head is on a

plane so lofty that even Plato would be bewildered there?

,So iiere is Monsieur Considine with another of his hefty

anthologies, all of which, I might note, have been

published for the Christmas season, as if we all had

nothing better to do daring the noliday season than

ponder the same reviews in hardback that we suffered

through wiien they appeared in the thankfully somewhat

more ephemeral pages of the Baltimore City Squeeze, the
Johns Hopkins News-Letter, and the Baltimore
Sunpapers. This particular monster is a collection of
Considine pieces from his Hopkins period. A reliable
Baltimore source, who, in fact, was a drinking companion
of Mr. Considine's before a heated discussion caused him
to heft a typewriter at the lanky musicologist, once told
me over a sangria that during the Hopkins period
Considine was notorious for writing his copy as much as a
half day after the posted copy deadline, and, deep breath,
as if that weren't bad enough, writing stories in a matter
of minutes, and right on the composer! The only thing
admirable about that paicedure was that the articles,
though utterly ungrammatical, were brief. Now those
short critical blasts have been eternalized in hardback, and
there's even been talk that the Anthony Braxton Press
will issue a paperback edition.
. Indeed, the book could only be of interest to a few
individuals other than Considine, and they are the few
artists he has ever had a kind word for. Like the early
Simon, when Considine likes someone's music, wiiich isn't
often, he throws up all over the living room furniture in
his praise. Sure Anthony Braxton, Ornette Coleman and
Ray Charles will read this book, tiloagh the latter will
have to wait for the Braille edition soon to be published
by the Schonberg Foundation, but will Linda Ronstadt
read it? Fat chance. Not after lie called her a "wet dream"
in a recent Squeeze piece.; as if we really cared about the
content of Considine's dreams. Others sure to be offended
are Rita Coolidge, who "gets duller as time goes on,"
Chicago, which is compared to a Sears leisure suit, and the
Doobie Brothers, who are called "legally senile." It is
SOON obvious that beyond a few soul brothers like Ray
Charles, Considine 0 osn't like anyone except himself.
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The J.D. Considine Fan Club (Presdent, Joe Rodrigue third from left) noses for NEWS-LETTER

' Tiiat brings us to a discussion of iiis style, which is
surely the nippest, most repetitious tooting of his own
horn that this reviewer has encountered in his many

:centuries of critical study. Records, for Considine, are
either hip or not hip, and truly great records are "really
hip" or "really hot shit." Then there's ids penchant for
French. One recent Squeeze article included in this
anthology begins by calling its reading audience petit
.bourgeois,then goes on to call the albums of the Doobie
Brothers deja-ecoute. Like any petty pedant Considine is
trying desperately to impress us with his erudition. Those
French fragments are meant to let the reader know that
Monsieur Considine is fluent, uu courant, avant-garde, intl.
The conceit goes much further than that. Posing as a

pan-everything, Mr. Considine constantly forces iiis own
rather shallow political and social comments on us, as if
readers of a Mozart review really need to know how
Considine feels about Carter. This 730 page volume is his
encyclopedia of tributes to himself, his meandering
wanderings into toe lofty and secluded corridors of his
narrow mind. It's as if he had written tiie Bible, with
himself as God, or Ulysses, with himself as both Joyce tile
creator and Kenner the critic.
My inside .ear to the working of Considine's mind has

also told me that Considine, in addition to being a
pederast in his spare time, only listens to records because
he refuses to listen to other people. It's a curious theory,
and one of many discussed in Elliot Galkin's justly

famous psycho-sexual-musicological study of Considine,
771e Hippest Man Alive Or How a Repressed Catholic
Suburban Pass Player Grew in Height and Wit If Not In
Talent In The ag City. That's a 'lefty title, but the book,
at twenty-six pages, is terse, and Galkin, like this reviewer,
dismisses Considine's bass playing in two pages (padded at
that), 'Lis academic career in one page (actually it's a
xerox of Considine's Hopkins' transcript, with the word
"sic" typed maliciously beneath it), and Considine's sex
life is included in that brief passage on his bass playing in
a few rather vague sentences dealing with tile unusually
strong hands that bass players have. Galkin is probably
just being discreet. Still GalKin's, expose of Considine is
fascinating reading, as is another volume on Considine,
this one a spin-off from Bellow's Humboldt's Gift,
Charley Citrine's Great Modern Bores, in which Considine
is dismissed as "the hippest wordster and hottest shitter
yet produced in petit bourgeois America. Not only does
Monsieur Considine have a vocabulary of ten words, but
his every article reads like a fragment from a nuge,
never-to-be-finished Song of Himself."

Reading That's Hip is as boring as a weekend in
Considine's apartment listening to iiis recordings of nis
Baltimore radio snows. What is tar more interesting is
reading tile witty, biting, and yes I will say it, nip
criticism of Considine found in the Citrine and Galkin
books.

'DESERT VIXENS"

INSTANT CLASSIC
Years ago when Jeannie Sak

Ws a Stop & Shop checkout she
had a real opportunity to observe
life as it passed her counter. "I
felt Iliad to record my insights
by means of a profoundly
immortal •scheme of
self-expression," she explains.
And so, managing time to write
between the hectic life of an
expresso lane career and home

demands like wiping jelly off her
children's faces, Jeannie has
created her first such vessel of
inspiration, entitled Desert
Vixens This novel tells the story
of a simple girl, Alexandria
Victoria La Fox, and her pursuit
of an honest career, and her two
pursuers - a street bum and a Paul
Revere descendant - and these
pursuers' pursuit of lust. In the

end Alexandria Victoria La Fox
kisses the Paul Revere descendant
for the first time, throws a rose
at the bum, and rides away in a
chuck wagon in pursuit of new
puisuits. Of course the middle
part i:, filled with witty wiles,
poignant passion, saucy savagery,
and dazzling destiny. "you know.
I just wanted to tell it like it is,"
says Jeannie Sak.
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-41 THAT'S.
HIP

BY J.D. CONSIDINE 

A collection of reviews
and critical essays .

from the Hopkins days

'S wonderful,
's delightful

's Considine
George Gershwin

$7.95
Boogie On Down Press

—1) Albany, New York

The Andrew Albstein Film SeriesL

I) "[SIFT

S

starring

erry Mathers
as

"The Beaver"

rated' XXXX

'El Stinko' - Daily News

'Stimulating! I could see

it another five times!'

- Mike Giuliane

Monday & Tuesday at Midnight
Shriver Hall $1.50

ATTENTION' STUDENTS!
The Students Council Selections Committee will

be selecting members for the following committees:

• The Student Council 'Let's give the News-Letter
a hard time' committee

• The Student Council 'I like to hear myself talk'
committee

• The Student Council 'Get your ad in late'
committee

• The Student Council 'I bet you think Dave
Hawk's not working on the paper' committee

All interviews will be held this Tuesday, Dec. 13. Sign

up for Interviews at the Student Council Office ___-
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Film Maker

Takes
the Count

BY MIKE LUMPIANO
William Wellmen's Story of G.I. Giacomo,

Andatuta) (1945) to be shown or presented by the Reel
World this Sunday at 7:30 p.m. has much in common
with an earlier Wellmen film, the neglected comedy
Raveoli in Your Hair (II Cane Cante Tenore) (1953). Both
films were adapted from little-known novels by the
famous Italian-American writer Peter Rodino which told
the continuing story of two families, the Spumonis and
the Tortonis in their constant struggle against the
unfairness of the American capitalist system
_and the way grinds down tue individual, de-humanizes
the soul, and overall promotes a state of uncertainty and
boredom and intellectual dullness inherent,
unfortunately, in the Italian-American.
The film opens with Giacomo Spumoni (George Brent)

training for the Golden Gloves. He's a welterweight and
the first line spoken in the film is "You know, Vito, Wop
spelled backwards is POW," whereupon Giacomo
accidentally decks Vito Tortoni, his trainer (William
Frawley). In the background, a member of The Black
Hand, Noodles Oregano (superbly played by Farley
Granger) looks on. Fans of Farley Granger should be
warned that this is the only scene in which lie appears and
that there is no further mention of the Black Hand in tile
film, which some may find sloppy work on Wellmen's
part, 'but I find truly indicative of The Black Hand's
influence in America, or, for that matter, Sicily. (As in
Sicily.Tyson who truly has a black hand, but I know my
good friend Ralph Moore is reading this so what the hell.)

All the problems Giacomo encounters on Ale way to
the welterweight title, whether it is becoming
re-acquainted with his son he knew only as infant (in fact
that son was an infant for thirteen years but that is not
unusual in a poor Italian family unable to afford Wonder
Bread which in reality only builds strong bodies eleven
ways instead of the stated twelve but that's not my
concern) or being confronted by his wife Angela's (Linda

Giacomo
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Spumoni and his manager, Vito
Blair) ongoing adultery (especially with Bruno Tortoni,
(Max Von Sydow), Vito's brother who constantly jokes,
"You can't put anything pasta her!") are problems not
uncommon to an up and coming welterweight but as
such, these problems are natural, even archetypal, subject
matter for a movie, but fortunately, in Story of
Giacomo, the handling of this topic is rather shallow, as
the makers of the film (shame, shame Mr. Wellmen)were
in a hurry to change "tile focus of the story, from the
Spumonis to the Tortonis, and I think that's a long
enough sentence.
The poor families of Story of G.I. Giacorno have been

crushed by the economic Great Depression when the
orange crop failed. This was known as the Orange Crush.
So the banding together of Italian families on a block of
tenements in Brooklyn is an explicit rejection of a
society, a society which in many ways has rejected them,
and for good reason. Alternate forms of government,
democratic socialistic, and just the plain old-fashioned
despotic are dismissed when the bell rings for the start of
the third round. Giacomo throws a left to dictatorship,

then a right uppercut to Fascism, then a quick jab to
anarchy, one, two, three, you're out, and Giacomo saves
the day for the forces of right and good and America.

• Shot on location with a nonprofessional cast, Story of
Giacomo has the appearance of unadorned reality but

I don't know what tnat means. Wellrnen sought to
eliminate from the film any suggestion of acting, because
he considers acting, "a chopped-liver art," something
reserved for vaudeville. "An actor, even (X and above all)
a somewhat so-so actor, gives us too much a simpleton
image of a human being and therefore in most cases a
flase image, but perfect for the Italian-American."

In conclusion, let me say this is my last column for the
Newsletter. I've had it up to here with your filthy
cinematic cretinism, and I'm not going to waste my
valuable time on you peasants. You probably wouldn't
even know Frederico Fellini if he sat on your face. I've
.got a good job with the News-American. I don't need this
aggravation. I get quoted in ads and someday I'm going to
be a home pinpal on Bowling for Dollars. Hey somebody
give me back my fucking eggplant.

Aim FLUORIDE

dim
Lever Bros.

Tills is the fourth time I've started to write this review.
Usually, I have few difficulties reviewing' toothpaste, but
With Lever Bros.' Aim, i just can't get started. It's not the
toothpaste itself I have trouble with, it's the writing itself
Which poses the difficulty.

Basically, I think this is the greatest toothpaste ever
made. A rather extreme statement to be sure. And
although I know there are toothpastes (or teethpaste?) of
far greater historical signifigance etc., i still feel compelled
to blatant hyperbole. When you're in love, you do
extreme things, and with Aim it was love at first brushing.

Just for background, Lever Bros. is an American
corporation. According to the publicity releases, they
have made five other toothpastes, all of which nave never
clone worse titan number one in Italy. The few bona-fide
Italians I interviewed (Mike Giuliano) were in agreement
that the Lever Bros. were at leastas claseto God as the
Disciplines. But wito cares.
As for the toothpaste itself, Aim suould be p,..t ill the

Water supply. The taste is simple yet economical, and the
Composition is masterfully striking. Of the seven artificial
ingredients in the toothpaste, six are flou ride by-products
( a real surprise in this era of tripe and
psued o- existe ntialism), and are remarkably sincere
bastards. Instead of the childish innocence of, say Crest
Aim carries the strength of something that knows, while
retaining the vulnerability of a tooth that feels.

I could go, but the review would collapse • further into
useless ravings. I will say this, tilough; go to your nearest
drug store and ask to taste it. You must taste this
toothpaste. And if your local druggist has never neard of
Aim, tell him he's an idiot who doesn't deserve your
money.

A HUMAN XYLOPHONE
I don't eat. But then again I do. I don't want to. But I

have no choice. I have to eat. I have to live. Some say I
don't. Phooey.
And I can't control what they serve in restaurants, be it

hot dogs jr reuben sandwiches: Like many Americans I
am perturbed by this. But you don't tell people not to
eat. You don't tell them. You can ask. But we all know
how much good that does. Phooey.

I have never eaten a hot dog. I have eaten a reuben
sandwich. It was for a play. I greatly enjoyed the
appearance of a reuben sandwich. A marvelous prop. I

. still have it. I have chewed on it twice since the play
closed. The effect was marvelous. The taste left something
to be desired. Perhaps it was the corned beef. But I doubt
it. I puked.

I don't enjoy the hot dog taste. Some do, I imagine.
Else, why would thiy eat them? But I dislike the roll. Still
I eat it. I have never voiced objection, out of courtesy.
They have never offered to stop eating. Out of courtesy?

Eating is allowed at, the shop where I work. During the
Christmas season, the smell of the food was a thick haze
in the store. I work in the upper level. I sell reefer to
junior high students. I am rather tall. Six foot three. Got
that. Six fucking foot three.
My head, being less than three feet from the _ceiling.

was six feet three inches from the floor. Each breath I
took was like a nibble on a hot dog. but I did not
complain. Bad for business. Bad for my body. Six foot
three body. I am quite thin. I hate fat. I despise fat. All
my ribs stick out. All fifteen of them. Once I was playing
for the Hopkins band. A fellow muscian came up to me
and started tapping my rigs with a mallet he thought I was
a xylophone.

But there are other things that are eaten beyond rueben
sandwiches. Hamburgers. for instance. I don't eat
hamburgers for the same reason I don't drink. Personal
preference. And the fact I'm six foot three.
Many people find it hard to understand why someone

would not want to eat hamburgers. Once, due to some
indigestion at my place of employment, I was required to
undergo a lie-dector test. One of the questions concerned
the use of food, including hamburgers. During the dry
run, I replied that I had never used any food. The
incredulous investigator was surprised when the polygraph
bore out my claim. "I thought all the kids at Hopkins
ate," said he.

But I respect others and their perogative to cat what
they chews. Ha. Ha. although I will not, get fat, I will not
stop others from doing so. Personal peroptive. And the
fact I'm six foot three.
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Guess Who's Doing What With Whom!!!

Low Blows!!!
Sordid Details!!!
N-L Reveals All!!!

GARLAND GOONS DEPT.: According to a Senior
Garland Hall Official, Presidential Chief of Staff, Dr.
Susan Cole, once suggested that guards armed with M-16's
be placed at all approaches to Perpetually Tanned Money
Big Raising University President Steven Muller's office.
The Ehrlichman-apparent reportedly said, "The President
is a very busy man. Only the most determined people
should be allowed to see him."

LET BYGONES BY BYGONES: Senior Class Hatchet
Man Frank Faillace has reportedly sent a note of apology
to Banisheditor David Hawk. However, Hawk was
supposedly overcome by the explosion of words. Dave is
now a blasteditor. So you won after all, eh Frank?

4

POLITICAL PEA SOUP: On a recent junket through
Foggy Bottom, U.S.A., veteran political trickster and
life-long Democrat Dick Tuck mentioned that he was
about to unmask one of his most recent pranks. Not to
name names, but it has something to do with a
Democrat-in-recently-ousted-Young-Republican
President's clothing, with the initials P. B. Neat Trick,
Dick!

BUCKS, BOOZE, AND BOOBS: It wt.s a very confused
and suntanned Steven Muller who was pulled from a
fundraising dinner-cum-orgy in tinsel town last week.
Steve, who is Hopkins head honcho and dead-ringer for
Jack Parr, was caught doing some "independant study"
with fallen Angel S.a rah Fawcett-Majors. Blushed Muller,

"Sarah Fawcett is a nice girl, and I was lust keeping
abreast of things. On T. V., I mean. All I generally watch

myself is 60-Minutes, so I found her conversation most
uplifting." Insiders say that all was a lark, as Steve's heart
sings for Faye Dunnaway only...

CONVERSIONS DEPARTMENT: Aeffthete History
Major and Upstanding Short Administration Groupie Lisa
Mildred Koenigsberg will attend Sunday's Colts game at
Memorial Stadium. Reportedly, quarterback Bert Jones
and Running Back Lydell Mitchell will give a post game
locker room tour.

Ms. Koenigsberg commented, "The sensation of seeing
Man, using the forces given to him to be nature to crete,
crashing against an equally sentient being endowed with
these- same capacities is truly thought provoking. These
men, and hopefully someday women, protected from
each other by polystyrene armour, are but polystyrene
manifestations of a polystyrene' culture. I nope to have a
truly intellectual and even mystical experience on the bench
to be buffeted by the cold winds that will also surround
the screaming hordes in the stands. I think Lydell and
Bert are real sexy, too."

Former Drawandquarterback Bob DeSimone was seen
Monday in the Art Folio Room of the Milton S.
Eisenhower Library. He was joyfully leering at one of
Rubens' nudes. When asked to comment he gave this
reporter a peek at his favorite "Prelude to the Hustler
centerfold" and huffed, "I was only chasing my dog." He
also gave this reporter 25 stitches. And who says you
can't get something from nothing??

1100NEY TALKS: Presidential Jetsetyke, Millionheiress,
and World's Most Famous spoiled Rich Brat Caroline
Kennedy will transfer to Hopkins next spring because,

New Ambrosia

h. SIOecoalk Baccet..j

Mon, Dec. 12 Sicilian Pizza

Taes, Dec. 13 Caavecl Roast Beer

Wec), Dec. 14 Deli with Emmces Beef BBQ

Than, Dec. 15 Bake() Ham

Dec. 16 Caavea Roast Bear: All
Boa BeveRages 351

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Baccet Reopens Jan_ 18, 1978

Sowing Lunch in the RatbskelleR11:30-2 pm

- This Winteasession 

WARM UP AT THE RAT
* Hot Chocolate FRIDAY & Ditto FOR For Everybody:

* Hot Coccee SATURDAY HAPPY NEW YEAR
* Hot Diablo malles3 spice() wine
• (8E, Soon, Hot Espresso & Rat Closed: Dec. 23- Jan. 2 Think Sat.

Hot Cappacino ) Jan. 21: Blue Meanies & Stroh's Special

apparently, Harvard was getting "too democratic." It
reported to avoid any unnealthy contact wiih either
Hopkins students or Servomation Food, Ms. Kennedy will
live in Nichols House and eat Beef Wellington cooked to
order by the Nichols House staff. We also learned that in
return for a 4.0 GPA for Caroline at graduation,
Presidential Widow and World's Most Talked About
Person Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis Who next will
contribute four million dollars to the endowment. What
will the young Kennedy's major be? Independent Study,
of course! you get everything you want, don't you,
Carrie!

GILMAN GRUMBLES DEPT: According to one well
informed source, Working for Capitalism's lack of
scholarship was not why Poliscilenced Assistant Professor
and JHU Fasionable Left Wing Cult Figure Rik Pfeffer
was denied tenure last May. Actually Chairman of the
Political Science Department and World Renowned
Realpolitik Tneorist Robert W. Tucker ghostwrote the
manuscript to try to get a book on the New York Times
Best Seller List. What none of the Third Floor Think
Tankers did not seeni to like was that Seeger, Pfeffer's
Golden Retriever demonstrated an unmistakable and
uncontrollable affection for Constitutional Law professor
J. Woodford Howard, III's dog Realpolitik. And who
said bedfellows don't make for strange politics?

PREDICTION: President Steven "Calendar Change"
Muller will schedule all Fall Semester finals in the first

week of September.

You know something? You're going to have a really
terrific week! You know why? Because tomorrow is going
to be a better day than today, and the next day is going
to be positively super! To know why, send $10.00 for the

. thirty page collection of wisdom Tomorrow Isn't Just
Another Day to Life, c/o The News-Letter, Box 1230.
JHU. Not available at any bookstore. And have a good
week!

 11111■11111111111111111.11111 1M101111M.10111.11.' 

THIS RAT AD IS FOR REAL!'
 REALLY! 

FRIDAY Hcppy Hour 455- 5pm A&fM Return,

With Free Schlitz to Hopkins Predegrves,
11pm- ? ( Finite Supply of Kegs: Come Early!)

• SATURDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

CELL BIO Inspired Virout Sandwiches

til 7pm, & One Last DISCO BLAST

Penn. Statehood Day.... After 8 pm:

35' Druft & Sangria For PAgns

WEDNESDAY

- Ditto, For Anyone Wearing Glasses ,

— Ditto, For Anyone Wearing

An Army Coat

THURSDAY ma of Rots Day) Ditto, For Anyone

With a Lawbook or LSAT Scoresheet

Winteasession HouRs

*A" PosteO On Rat Bulletin BoaRO
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FRIDAY DEC. 9 LV ROOM

C
7:30 &

10:00 PM'
SAT DEC. 10 SHRIVER HALL

The Office of Special .Events
presents

under the auspices of Young Audiences, Inc.
and the Music Performance Trust Funds

with the cooperation of the Musician's Association
of Metropolitan Baltimore

JON HARVEY, Mime

MARIAN KAUL JAZZ QUINTET

BALTIMORE PERCUSSION QUARTET

This is a program for the whole family!
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1977 7:30 P.M.

Shriver Hall Auditorium
FREE .

1FROM MUSIC TO MIME:

A HOLIDAY OFFERING

news-letter
classifieds 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: FREE
(50) state summer employer
information. Send a stamped,
self-addressed, legal size envelope
to: SUMCHOICE Box 645, State
College, Pa. 16801.

TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT
PROS - Seasonal and year-round
clubs; good playing and teaching
background. Call (301) 654-3770,
or send 2 complete resumes and 2
pictures to: Col. R. Reade, W.T.S.,
8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite
1011, Chevy Chase, MD 20015.

SPANISH by Native Teachers - All
levels, all ages. Priva'e or small
groups._ .366-2056.

ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY! Work at home
no experience necessary -- excellent
pay . Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269, Dallas, TX
75231.

SKI TRIP(s)! SUGARLOAF,
MAINE 1/1 - 1/6 and 1/8 - 1/13 5
nights lodging. 51/2 days lifts,
excellent meals, roundtrip bus with
free beer and wine. $170.00 -
$220.00 Call Eileen 882-9860
ANYTIME!

NEED $70 OR
MORE PER MONTH?
PharmaKinetics Laboratories is
conducting studies to compare
different brands of prescription
medicines. Safety and effectiveness
of these medicines have already
been established. If 19-30 years old,
healthy male, you may be eligible to
participate. Studies involve an
overnight stay at our dormitory,
taking a dose of medicine and the
drawing of several small blood
samples by skilled technicians..
Studies are conducted tinder strict
medical supervision. Participants are
paid $70 to $250 per study
depending upon the length of tittle
involved. To find out if you are
eligible you must take a physical
exam. We pay you $10 for taking
the first physical. Bring valid ID. If
interested, call 366-2001.

Aavanced Play writing
One Acts.

This Sat only. at 8
in the Little Theatre

in Levering.

They're FREE. so

pass the word.

Like the Orioles?
Need Money?

Why not talk about baseball
and earn money too?

If you have an interest in baseball, can present yourself effectively
to area businessmen and have at least 20 hours a week to give to the
job, then you should be interested in SELLING ORIOLES SEASON
PLANS.

For more information, call Candy Bond - 243-9800.

"PHONE KEP IN -roucH*.„
I Dorr-r WANT You To FoRG--r" \ouR 01,1) RoOmIE!"

4tE NoW... TAKE ADVANTAE OF. THE NEW OuT-0E-QTATE ONE-MMATE DIAL-
DIRECT SPECIALS.2/4  og LESS FoR NIGHTahd WEEKEND CALLERS

Evenings 5 P.M.- 11 P.M. Sunday thru Friday
Nights 11 P.M.- B A.M. Everynight
Weekends All Day Saturday Until 5 P.M. Sunday
first minute, interstate calls
Plus tax, excludes Alaska and Ha.ati.

C&P Telephone
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PULITZER PRIZE!!!
A Critical Reading of His
Immortal Masterpiece

by
Renowned Critic J. Cliff Note
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Last night I saw Lester Maddox on the T. V. show
With some smart-ass New York Jew
And the Jew laughed at Lester Maddox
And the audience laughed at Lester Maddox too

Well, he may be a fool, but he's our fool
And if they think they're better than him, they're wrong
So I went to the park, and took some paper along
And that's here I made this song

--Randy Newman

My, my...things sure have been busy 'round the
Gatehouse since that article of Mike's got published. We
didn't think nothin' of it at the time--matter of fact, there
was a few of us who .thought it was the biggest pile of
doodly-squat ole Mikey had put down in quite a spell, but
that just goes to show that there ain't no accountin' for
taste. Wellsir, it warn't more than a day after it hit the
streets that the phone started ringin'. The first call was
from some religious group squawkin' about how Mike's
article was obscene and sacreligious and all--but from filen
on it was all bigshots callin' in from New York City and
London and Cleveland and a whole mess of other places
too, and they was all wantin' to jaw with Mike. It seems
some of them literary fellas up Princeton way got a hold
of a stray NewsLetter and were so tickled about that
article that they damn near busted a gut. They say ole
Mike's a genius and ought to be famous and lecture and
all that. Then came the big newspaper boys wavin'
contracts and talkin' big bucks and how Mikey was to
have a regular column with his picture next to the byline
and everything. (There was also a sissyfied fella from
Hollywood who looked like he coulda changed a nine
with three threes, but J.D. got pissed off and threw ilim
out pretty quick.) Next thing we know, Mike's been writ
up in this fancy journal by this Princeton fella Cliff Note.
Wellsir, I still don't rightly know what all the fuss is about
but they say that Mikey just won Mr. Pulitzer's prize. I
shure hope there's some cash somewhere in that prize
cause Mikey could use some newduds real bad. Anyiloo,
seem' as how-it's Mike's twenty-first birthday and all, we
decided to reprint that Princeton fella's article and show
everybody just how far a good ole boy from the
NewsLetter can go if he puts his mind to it.

MIKE DEAK'S "COMING OF AGE IN THE 1970's"

A DIALECTICAL HOMERIC VISION

by J. Cliff Note

Deak dives right in, tearing the fabric of objectivity
asunder. Transcending time and space, he transforms life
into a freeze-dried exclamation point.

Something is wrong here. The elements of this picture are
not consistant with tile overall context and the frame is
much too bourgeois and celluloid jor my liking.

Right away we are hit in the groin as it were, by the
ongoing class struggle. The bourgeois frame is trying to
enclose and envelope the proletariat painting, cutting off
its vital contact with the enlightened masses mu) come to
gaze at it and experience spontaneous demonstrations of
altered reality. Deak obviously sees modern free-form art
as tile only escape from the reactionary snapshot
scrapbook of modern America.

The truth is dear reader, that I hate even the wildest of
parties._

What a touching vision of the alienation of twentieth
century man! What an electrifying grasp he has of the
stark walls and dark corners of the megalopolis
mindframe! Notice the clever Use of •the comma, which
divides the sentence into two parts.
Deak now turns his back on the gloomy wasteland of

the present and gazes towards the golden past, the lost joy
of childhood, the half-remembered dream-warmth of the
womb.

In front of me are two nerdish nebishes executing a game
of slightly bacchanalian backgammon... and four from a
nathical Cercian land called "Goucher"...

The sublime alliteration in the "nerd" passage sets up the
primal beat so vital to all digretions toward Greek
mythology. As we read we can almost hear Zeus and Pan
chanting as black rolls double sixes. By bringing in
Greece at this particular moment, Deal, is reminding us of
the neo-ionic forces which make themselves felt at every
level of contemporary regionalistic art forms. At another
level, the mezzanine to be exact. this passage can be seen in

Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man Middle row,second from left.

the context of a thinly veiled poke at the decadance of
modern collegiate life. At still another level this passage
can be seen in blacklight, but this makes it very difficult
to read.
The watershed rapidly approaching, time becomes

unfrozen and the author moves on to discredit language
itself.

...size's strumming a guitar and singing songs she calls
"mellow", but are really fblk".

Deak underscored the confusion and 'ultimately the
uselessness of language by graphically revealing the
subjective nature of words and contrasting them to the
"pure" and "unspoiled" strains of the guitar. The
similarities between the shape of a guitar (at least tho.,e of
the acoustic genre) and woman's body are obvious, and
Mike undoubtedly sees the instrument as a ,urrogate
lover. This sexual theme is given a Faulknerian twist in
the next passage.

She reminds me of my sister, but tn., sister is not fat nor
has red hair, but did ,'lay guitar and sing folk songs bcck
when she was young and foolish.

Incest is a subjeci very close to Mr. Deak's heart. His
striking ugliness probably led him to idolize his sister in
place of the other girls at school, who undoubtedly had
severe cri mps whenever ne walked by. Notice the words
"young" and "foolish"--expressing the deep-rooted sham.:
over past sibling-sexual indiscretions . This inwardly
spiralling matrix of tinter-family relationships comes out
again and again as he attempts to define his role in the
extended family of off-campus living:

I wonder about my relatio. ship to these kids. Am I a
brother, father, of funny uncle?

Obviously tiring of incest, Deak does not manipulate this
theme gently yet insistantly to its shuddering climax,inor
does 1ie attempt to hungrily pry the dark portals oi•
fragrani misgivings aside anide and plunge holly into the
dark depths of the enigma, but rather, he pulls out
suddenly and lets the argument fall of its won accord. All
he leaves us with is till:, melancholy image of frozen
erogenous zones:

It is a cold night and the frost is on the bumpkin.

What follows is a short digression on the imperfection of
the author's body. This probably could have gone on for
about three pages, there being a wealth of m. terial, but,
given the vanity of all great artists, it is not surprising that
he devotes only a paragraph to it.

•:Now cqme to. the part of this- epic which has given
rise to the most neated debates among the critics.
Namely, the masturbation fantasy sequence. Is it, as some
say, a mu.nerpiece of narrative imagry which sweeps the
reader up in a sensual feast of erotic nirvana? Or is it, as
production man Dave Hawk assures us, "just more of
Deak's dogshit." Either way, we cannot fail to notice the
many startling innovations Which the author employs to
get his point across. For tnstance, he begins .:very
sentence in the masturbation sequence with a capital.
letter, and ends each one with a period, thereby
separating his thoughts into disjointed, independent,
semi-autonomous lode-modules which consolidate,
butress, and yet at the same time juxtapose the elastic
tendencies inherent in stream-of-consciousness writing.
Ever the humanist. Mike always capitalizes proper names,
which serves to lift people from the great morass of verbs,
nouns, and clauses which increasingly threaten the
precarious balance of our modern world.

But perhaps I'm becoming a bit e..oieric--let's get down

to cases. A clo„e reading of the text clearly reveals a great
deal of what lies heavily en the author's mind.

(by now I can get one fist completely into action like 14
perpetual motion machine pumping up and dowa the
drillshaft to draw the white gold from the bowels of the
earth )

Perhaps the most quoted line of the article, we see here
the author's deep disgust with technological • society. In a
world where an act as tender and gentle as jerking off has
become just another sterile, degrading job, Deak is
searching for a former.pastoral existence where men can
live as God meant them to, and paddle the pickle without
shame. Unfortunately, however, ite cannot escape from
the self-loathing wilich early ciiildhood training has made
synonymous with hammering the ho.,e. Observe:

...my body's out of control, is this an epileptic seizure?
Oh no, on my, I can't describe it, fireworks, bells.., it's
here, Hallelujah!!!

Notice tile images of physical sickness and the final
allusion to religion. Clearly, Deak is an artist deeply tied
to his past, who sees auto-eroticism as an escape from
what he feels is a suffocating heritage which will attempt
to pigeonhole him into conformity.

After a careful reading of this famous sequence, who
among us can doubt that Mike Deak is a master as well as
a masturbator?
Now we bid farewell to the purely sensual world of sex

and venture forth into the scientific.

I want to know a zillion and one things, to jump over the
luxon wall and join the tachyonic particles travelling at
supernatural velocities, now and then giving off a burst of
photons (get out those Cerenkov counters boys and girls)
in the form of an article like OILS. hy do I wish to reduce
my consciousness to a particle? How many nuetrinos have
passed through you today?

Deak, having failed at self discovery through the tactile
senses, has turned to mathematics in order to discover
precisely what lies beneath his masque of flesh and bone.
Farewell touch! Farewell taste! Onward, onward toward
pure thought he reaches! Christ, isn't it beautiful!!! Deak
has split the literary atom and now words tumble over
one another in the balletristic chain reaction which must
follow. Pressure builds, walls buckle, until finally the
inevitable explosion comes:

' But A man who has a good car don't need Jesus, a
Flannery O'Conner cliawett-rhazes.

In a flash all knowlege, all science, all literature is swept
away in •a shattering poetical apocalypse which clears the
mists from our eyes and leaves us shaken and numb. All
that remains, Deak tells us, is a good car, a full tank, and
the open road. Once again we are back where we started,
among the simple pleasures of pork-n-beans and cheery
fires in the den. All in all, it's been quite a trip.

There is more of the essay, but the latter half peters
out into overly sentimental looks-back-in-anger that are
best ignored by the discriminating reader.

Michael Deak will lid doubt emerge as one of the giants
of birthday essays in the years to come. If he can create a
masterpiece -like this for his twenty-first, then just imagine
what he will give us for traditionally stronger birthdays
like twenty-eight, thirty-four, and fourty-one. How I wish
I could be this young man, with all he has going for him:
genius, fame,. riches, and a good thing with Chrisc--.• IaY
Within a very few years we shall certainly be reading Mike
Deak's name both in the textbooks and the society pages
across the nation.
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Coming December 23rd
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Check Newspapers For Additional Theatres and Show Times

SPRING RECESS - TIME FOR A BREAK!
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Jamaica
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INCLUSIVE 
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Wasii.: 596-3400
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for an MBA Program?

The MBA Program at the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill has an excellent national ranking. Why?

A distinguished faculty, an outstanding student body,

an innovative curriculum, and a reputation for quality

among employers.

MBA Program

The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill

Carroll Hall, 012-A, Drawer 5364

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Contact Lenses pow 
If you webr them, are considering them, have had problems

in the past, or given up -- talk to us.

The remarkable Burnor Lens is now available on the East

Coast. Designed for exceptiona!!y long wearing time, great

comfort and excellent vision, they have proven to be bighly

successful.

OPTICAL DESIGN CO. 1.0#

Oster medical Center

7600 Oster Drive, Suite 301

Towson, Md. 21204 821-0511
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LEVERING HALL

"It's hard to imagine anyone who will not,
in the end, turn on to 'The Turning Point'."

—Richard Schickel, Time Magazine

"This film has it all.., one of the year's big winners."
—Gene Shalit, NBC-TV

ur.
point

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX Presents A HERBERT ROSS FILM
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Directed by HERBERT ROSS PRINTS BY DELUXE'NOW IN PAPERBACK FROM SIGNET

MUSIC FROM THE MOTION PICTURE ON 20TH CENTURY RECORDS AND TAPES
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LOW owl mAL MOT sunup.' coo cm.. ,1,10,K(1007,v ons •

STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1977

Senator Theatre & Liberty Theatre
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Excerpts From That's Hip: The Serious Essays
On

Grafitti
I read the grafitti. it is an

:nteresting activity, to say the
least. It beats looking at toilet
paper. -

But seriously, there's some
really fascinating grafitti around
campus, just there for the gazing.
I wish I could say that I got the
best of it in this article, but I
didn't. Figure it our for yourself.
you see this guy going in and out
of the restroom all across
campus, carrying a pad and a
pencil. How long will it be before
he gets picked up for
questioning?
Now can I say that this is

representative of all the
restrooms. It only represents the
Mens Rooms. This is not due to
any sexism on my own parr it is
merely because I was unable to,
shall we say, do the research?
One of the most unusual

things about the grafitti is how it
is written. The Milton S.
Eisenhower Library, for instance
has tile which consists of some
rectangular bits of sonic ceramic
or other, with very tiny mortar in
between. Well, the grafittiists
have developed a talent for
printing very small messages on
the mortar border. It somehow
brings to mind monks laboriously
writing these messages in fine
manuscript, while seated on their
Benedictine toilets.

But it goes .on from there.
Apparently, there are editors
who scratch certain words out.
Some even correct spelling. And
on D Level, some of it is in
French! Grafitti is one thing, but
at least let us read it without
having to drag along our
Larousse.

I wonder; is the grafitti in
German outside the German
Office; Or Japanese outside the
Math office?

•
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The Writing on the Wall
This is actually a transcription

of a dialogue I found on the wall
of a restroom near the poli-sci
office, in Gilman Hall. This is the
honest, no shit, text. (Sorry
about the pun.)
- (1) Bathrooms are society's

great levelers-for here all men
are equal.
(2) Stop writing on the walls,

you ill-bred peasant!
(3) Dear ignorant critic, This is

an access door, not a wall. Learn
this and you can go on to colors.
(4) Please ignore the above

remark, dear critic, there are far
too many people concerned with
colors.
(5) Look inside, it will make

you puke.
(6) This door leads to

knowledge.
(7) Little wonder it's closed,

then.
(8) Sorry, knowledge has been

moved to a restroom in Schaffer.
-Ed.

(9) Does that mean, then, that
this door now leads to Schaffer?
(10) This door cannot (could.

not) lead to knowledge for doors
lead to somewhere or some place.
K.
(11) Actually, this door leads

to inanities.
(12) This door, like the seat

you're on, leads to Uranus:
In an attempt to analyse the

flow of this. I will now guess at
who has written what. 1 was
either a very gullible student,
who in his fervor from the last
lecture couldn't resist that
brilliant insight, or was the
Poly-Sci Department head.

I really am not sure about No.
2, but I'll guess that he !s either a

royalist, or a Young Republican
(generally the same thing). No. 3,
a real light-hearted fellow, will
probably take this piece
seriously, too.
4 would probably be a nice

guy if he could be a bit funnier.
Somehow I think he works as an
irony specialist for Smokey the
Bear ads.
5 is no doubt a premed who

got lost in Gilman. 6 must not
have read 1-5.
So far 7 is the only one who

had made any sense so far. If
you're out there, 7, look me up,
we'll have a drink; you're an
alright guy!
9 is really shrewd. Probably

thinks Mt. Rushmore is a natural
phenomenon.
How sonic one from the

Philosophy department got into
this I'll never know, but what
other reason could there be for
number 10? He shits, therefore
he is.
As for 11, if that's true, then

why is he a contributor; And 12,
I want you to join me and 7 here
for a drink. See ya in the Rat
around 9 30.

Shit.

On the
Zoo

By DR. NUZZ LEDDER
Let's go to the zoo! Let's all

go to the zoo! C'mon,
everybody, we're going to the
ZOO!

But wait a minute; where the
hell is the Zoo? No matter, we'll
find it; let's go ANYWAY!

Here we are on the bus, riding,
riding, riding. It's a long ride if
you don't know the way, but
we're going to the zoo, so we
don't care. There are lots and lots
of animals at the zoo, s000
many! Bears and monkeys and
giraffes and cows and sheep and
trees and birds and antelopes and
chiquitas and tigers and
everything! EVERYTHING,
Tommy, Mary, Billy, there's
EVERYTHING!

Riding, riding. We look out the
window at all the people. Look,
look! There's the policeman and
there's a fireman, and there's a

baker, and there's a whore. Look,
Billy, look! There's the Mommies
out shopping and there's the
Daddies out working, and there's
the drunks throwing up in the
gutter, and there's old Mr.
Sweets, the pusher Sarah bought
the mescaline from last week.
Look, everybody, look!
The bus driver just said that

tnis is the zoo, and it IS, it IS!
It's the Z000000!

Let's all run to the zoo, let's
all RUN. C'mon, c'mon Billy,
c'm on Mary,C'MON! It's the
Z000000!
Oh, Look, oh, oh, oh, look!

LOOK! ELEPHANTS!
Run, run, run, run. Oh, my!

Look how big, how strong, how
smelly! Ewww, what big do-dos.

What's that? We can't see the
zoo? Why not? You won't give
lus money for the bus? You won't
give us money for the rides? You
won't give .is money for candy?

That's not fair. THAT'S NOT
FAIR! I'm going to tell Mommy,
I'm gonna, I'm, I'm-
,...waaaaaaaah! M00000mmm-
mmy! M00000mmmrnmy!

You're mean, you are.

On the
IRA

Recently, it has come to the
attention of the American public
that wealthy (or even
n o t-so-wealthy) Irish-Americans
have been supplying much of the
money the I.R.A. uses to make
bombs and blow up prominent
British restaurants. This, we are
told, is appalling; it should be
stopped at once.

Granted, it is not a nice idea to
give money to have 64.,her people
blown Up. The accusers are hasty
to add that the American donors
are "unwitting", but they should
be prevented from continuing
their charities. And it is usually
pointed out that "these I.R.A.
people make me ashamed to say
I'm Irish". and that the whole
affair is "really criminal.-

How can Americans
condemn the imperialism of
Portugal or the Soviet Union
while ignoring the plight
of the U.K.' s closest

colony, Northern Ireland?

Perhaps I am somewhat jaded,
or even demented, but for the
life of me. I can see very little
difference between
Irish-Americans giving money to
the I.R.A. to buy gelgenite, and
the World Council of Churches
underwriting violent revolutions
in Africa. Or American Jews
sending money to buy weapons
for Israel, or American Greeks
sending money to Cyprus. and so
on. The list is endless. But there
seems to be some sort of
anathema towards the Irish
• roblem. How can Americans
condemn the imperialism of
Portugal or the Soviet Union.
while ignoring the plight of the
U.K.'s closest colony, Northern
Ireland?

On Being A Funny Person
Excerpts from The Funniest

Jokes of All Time, M. Cohen, G.
Bums, M. Berle, K. Sokolow, eds.
Oxford High Press, London, Neb.
$25.00, plus postage.

Take My Wife, Please!
(cf. Jacob "Jerry" Chaucewitz,

at the Hotel Fountainebleu,
circa. 1329: "Getaken offe mie
Wiffe...Bitte!-; Morrie
Shakestein, Rainbow Room of
the Globe Theatre, circa 1597:
"Taketh my Wife, Please!"

I got a wife that dresses to kill,
and cooks the same!

(cf. Boswell's Life of Johnson,
chapter 183, page 1157-9; "It
was Thursday of that week, and
Dr. Johnson was dining at
Maxwell's Coffee House, as was
his custom. During the course of
our conversation, he chanced to
talk of his wife, and her manner

of conduct. "My wife dresses
very sharply, and cooks quite
poorly as well!"

Unfortunately, Dr. Johnson's
wit was not an oddit; luckily, like
Tristram Shandy, we all think it
will not last.)

My wife just had plastic
surgery; I cut up all of her credit
cards!
(cf. Kierkegaard, I Was A

Teenage Existentialist, anywhere
after page 180.)

1 bet on a horse who was so
good, that it took eight other
horses to beat him!
(cf. Wordsworth, The

Choirboy and the -Uncouth
Monk:
And so was my money, like

roar of the cataract/In the lonely
ravin laid down? upon a wingless
pegasus,/So great of strength as
Prometheus in the act,/It took
eight of his kind to bring up my
ruin.)

Man walks into a psychiatrist's
office. The shrink says to him,
"So what's your problem?"
"Nobody wants to talk to me,
Doc!'' So the shrink says,
"Next!"

(cf. Freud, The Interpretation
of Dreams, and Thw To Make
Yours Dirtier; something or
other, but it's in German and I
can't make it out.)

But seriously, Ifolks!
(cf. J.C. !Bach, Sinfonia in B

major,

 do-
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Confessions of a Disco J.D.: More That's Hip
As hip as discos arc, it is hipper still to be

disdainful of them, especially among music critics
and journalists. I guess it has something to do
with it having always been hip to disdain
whatever the masses found to be hip, and the
elite (as music critics, journalists, and other
assorted hangers-on tend to class themselves)
generally view the masses in an 'us against them'
fashion. It is important that you bear this in
mind, because since journalism of this sort
amounts to a great deal of posturing to pad out
rather testy prose, it becomes very difficult to
write if you aren't sure of the proper posture.
To begin with, I had never been to a disco

before. This was something I rather artfully
managed to conceal when the arrangements were
made which put me behind the turntables last
Thursday. Of course, I was not a complete
novice; through the airshifts I had garnered while
at two of Baltimore's Public Radio stations.
familiar with both the equipment and the

concept of playing music for public consumption.
Due to the nature of my employment (I sell
records for fun and tuition),! had access to the
proper albums and singles. Not only did I know
what was hot, but I had heard so many of them I
had begun to think of my store as the world's
only disco with a classical section.

But just because you know what to play does
not mean that you know when to play it. So it
was with no small anxiety that I approached the
table, turntable and records in hand, at which I
was to spend the evening.
As a disc jockey of sorts, I have been long

accustomed to the disillusioning lack of glamour
involved in radio studios. The table, however, was
less than I had expected. It was, well, a table,
with one questionable turntable already sitting on
it, a bunch of wires (I always panic when
confronted with a mass of wiring), a mixer board,
and possibly the brightest desk lamp I have ever
encountered.
Once the obliging tech crew got my borrowed

turntable plugged in, they wanted to get a sound
check. Eager to please, I put my trusty Seatvind
album on the turntable, and they hit the volume
and began adjusting the equalizer. I looked out
onto the floor, and lo and behold, there was
someone dancing. I was impressed. As I kept the
music going, the levels having been pronounced
`ok,' this young lady was joined by occasional
dancers, but she remained my standard. Playing
this and that, I put on the Bee Gees' You Should
Be Dancing. Hot damn! at least five couples on
the floor. All right, we're rolling now! Feeling
rather smug with success. I put on K.C. and the
Sunshitte Band,
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there," consoled a ve...eran disco dj. "They usually
don't do anything until after 10:30," advised one
Rathskellar operator. But I had them dancing.
Yoa saw it: the Bee Gees were singing "You
should be dancing," and damned if they weren't.
What had I done? What if they don't ever get up?
Some story that would make.

O.K., suckers, it's the big guns now. Stevie
Wonder's I Wish (my associate mumbles, "I went
to a band showcase this weekend, and every
group I saw played this song..."), and three

couples get up. What are they, dead? So I put on
Calypso Breakdown, from Ralph MacDonald's
album. The number doubles.
Now we're rolling. They keep dancing, and as

scramble for the next cut, a Goucher girl comes
over to ask about what was being played. She was
a customer at the store all summer, and upon
recognizing me asks, "How are you? I didn't
know you did this!" Well, I responded, actually
I'm researching .a story for the News-Letter.
"Uh-huh."

As things gather steam, I begin to get requests.
One young lady begins to go through my records,
making sure, I assume, that I knew what I was
doing. Slowly. I began to realize some of the
mistakes I had made in choosing my records. All I
had from Stevie Wonder was I Wish, which was
almost enough, but not quite. I had forgotten
vifth of Beethoven. I should have brought more

Scaggs. And so on. Some of the requests ge-
a little odd, like the guy who asked fo,-
Acrosmith. At a disco?
There was a suprisingly strong facti,,,;

demanding Beach Boys, as well as a you.ig
woman who wandered around shouting for an
"all Beatles night!" I for one have never
understood the appeal of the Beach Boys, but I
had come prepared anyway. California Girls went
on. and they danced. A warning came that Beach
Boys tunes went best in pairs, and so Fun, Fun,
Uun followed. Finally back to business, as the
Brothers Johnson proceeded to get' the funk out•
ma face. .
Of course, a disco is more than just music.

Disco people seem to be a fair amount of the
attraction, and there certainly were some people
there that night. Because of the glare from 'my
ever-present desk lamp. I really could never see

what the floor looked like, except for thOse
nearest the turntables. But I could see the people
sitting nearby, and that was enough. Like the girl
in the kimono and white-face. Uh-huh. Perhaps
what was most disturbing was that no one else
thought it odd that she was sitting there in a
kimono and white-face._
Most of the people, though, were average folks,

ranging from the friends who I had told to come
down and say hello, to those who recognized me
and displayed minor shock. What can I say? As a
girl in one of my classes put it, "What's a nice
boy like you doing in a place like this?" Just
getting the facts, ma'm.

All went well until I cued up Rubberband Man
on the crusty Garrard I had been provided. What
came from the speakers._when the volume went
up . is still under discussion, but the general
consensus was that it was a relative of
Sensurround from the film Earthquake.
Something else, quick, so I grabbed the Brothers
Johnson album, and the slightly annoyed crowd
was calmed down by HI Be Good .to You.

Quickly dumping the Spinners single, I readied
Shame, Shame, Shame. The volume went up, and
L.A. crumbled again.

I don't know what the story was. I don't care,
really. Maybe God, in His infinite wisdom, didn't
want to hear those tunes at that particular time..
Who knows? All I can say is that it's a damn good
thing there were several good dance tunes on the
Brothers Johnson album. As I scrambled for
things to play, my associate , tower of rationality,
said, -"Don't worry, there's another turntable on
the way." So the tech crew continued to operate,
unsuccessfully, on the accursed turntable, while I
moved very fast, trying to create the illusion that
all was well.

Indeed, the other turntable did arrive, and I
will be forever grateful. And indeed, I finished
out the evening with only a few other minor
disasters. But do you know what surprised me
more than anything, more than the fact that
people danced to the Beach Boys, more than the
woman in the kimono, more than the number of
things that could have gone wrong and did? I had
fun.. I had fun despite the hassles, the nerves, the
music, the equipment. I had fun despite my need
to be as hip as possible. I just plain had full.
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DO YOU NEED
A T-SHIRT FROM
THE DEAN OF
STUDENTS?

/VINE SEAN
OF STUDENTS
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PREPARE FOR: plut13

MCAT • DAT • LSAT • GMAT  Y."
GRE • OCAT • VAT • SAT

NMB 1, 11,111•ECFMG•FLEX• VQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours

There IS a difference!!

For Information Please Call.

MN243-1456 /EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
3121 St. Paul Street, Suite #23 Baltimore, Md. 21218.

Centers in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

SOCIAL WORKERS • TEACHERS • PSYCHOLOGISTS

TIRED OF HEARING ABOUT NO JOBS
AND NO SATISFACTION

IN YOUR CHOSEN PROFESSION?
Well if you have a Hebrew background, we invite
you to kiss that rut goodbye and say hello to Israel.

If you are a social worker (MSW, 135W), teacher or
psychologist—or would like to be trained as a social worker, a
most exciting and personally-rewarding career awaits you in
the State of Israel.

Interviews will be conducted in the United States. Contact us
immediately for pre-interview information session.

illiISRAa_h 2027 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202)387- 8224/5

CENTER

There is much to be done by our generation in Israel. Let's stop
talking and start doing.

--

BRITTANIA
RULES.

Rule 01. Look for thislabel. Rule *2. Jeans with style.

1311ITTAN1A'

Rule 04. It's al/at the Gap.

The newest rule in
denim style— lean fitting
jeans, shirts and vests.
Good looking, great
detailing, and the sizes
to fit. So learn the new
rule. Brittania.

Columbia Mall
COLUMBIA
Eastpoint Mall
BALTIMORE

Reisterstown Mall
BALTIMORE
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Giroux is a product of A-W BRANDS, INC. a subsidiary of IROQUOIS BRANDS LTD.
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"Hi Sailor! New in town

THE HOPKINS
ESCORT SERVICE
For all those lonelyhearts out there

We give plaid stamps, too i
n
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FASCINATING FACT AND FANTASY.

AVON
PAPERBA

AT THE HOUR OF DEATH. By Karlis
Osis, Ph.D. and Erlendur Haraldsson,
Ph.D. The first fully-documented,
scientific study of the souls survival.
AT THE HOUR OF DEATH is based on
interviews with 1000 doctors and nurses
who have witnessed deathbed visions.
Extensive computer analyses of their ob-
servations have been made. Read about a
subject we've all dreaded-until now. S3.95.

THE TOLKIEN COMPANION. By
J. E. A. Tyler. Come to Middle Earth— but
not until you've read this indispensable
guide. Here is every known fact. date.
"foreign- word, and etymological allusion
occurring in the celebrated LORD OF
THE RINGS trilogy. It includes a history
of the Elven people, an explanation of
their writing system, and various maps
and charts. $4.95.

641 Security Square
6901 Security Blvd.
Baltimore, Md 21207 Waldenbooks

258 llarundale Mall
Glen Burnie, Maryland 21061

Golden Ring Mall
Seace D-12

6400 Rossville Blvd.
Rosedale, Md 21237

10% DISCOUNT on books*
Students, Faculty,
Senior Citizens

Cash Only
Stock Books Only

Special Orders Welcome

516 York Rd.-Open 7 Days

'RIFF-RAFF, I WAS TAKING 1 BAT!-I!

404, 7 501it 1 irlif $04, 1,54.11
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LOWNESS t.OW•filtt -ACM

JVC builds in
what the others

leave out.

NC's three new top-of-the-line receiv-
ers feature the exclusiye S.E.A. 5-zcne
graphic equalizer system to give you
complete command of the music spec-
trum from low lows to high highs. Lets
you custom tailor your sound.

JVC 5600 II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
JVC's best. 120 watts/ch. min. RMS.
8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz. with no more
than 0.08% total harmonic distortion.
Exclusive S.E.A. graphic equalizer 5-
zone tone control.

JVC S400 II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
Everything you want in a receiver. Ex-
clusive S.E.A. graphic equalizer. 80
watts/ch. min. RMS, 8 ohms, 20-20,000

Hz, with no more than 0.08% total
harmonic distortion.

NC S300 II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
This power house delivers 50 watts/
ch. min. RMS, 8 ohms, 20-20.000 Hz,
with no more than 0.1% total har-
monic distortion. S.E.A. 5-zone graphic
equalizer. S.E.A. Record switch.

JVC S200 II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
35 watts/ch min. RMS, 8 ohms. 20-
20.000 Hz, with no more than 0.5%
total harmonic distortion.
JVC S100 II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
20 watts/ch. min. RMS, 8 ohms, 40-
20,000 Hz, with no more than '0.5%
total harmonic distortion.

ADD ANY OF THESE GREAT JVC COMPONENTS
TO A JVC RECEIVER FOR AN UNBEATABLE SYSTEM. ..W.IMMSSIMSSMORMG"...

r  

rin
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NW

JVC KD-35 Cassette Deck with Dolby.
Exclusive Sen-Alloy head. 5 LED peak
level indicators. Bias/E0 switches.
Auto-stop. Connect a timer and record
when you're not there.

JVC 11.-F50 Fully Automatic Direct-
Drive Turntable. up front controls for
operation with dust cover closed. Au
tomatic lead-in, return and shutoff.
One thru six replays, or cont:nuous
Speed control. Anti-skate. 2 speeds.
Base & dust cover.

JVC SK-1000 3-Way Speaker System.
New Phase Moire technology. Solid
bass blend with smooth midrange and
crisp highs. Mid & high frequency con-
trols. 170 watts (peak), 85 watts RMS.

JVC
Available at these
JVC Spotlight dealers

GORDON MILLER MUSIC 8802 Orchard Tree Lane.Towson • GORDON MILLER MUSIC PikesvilleShopping Center, Pikesville • GORDON MILLERMUSIC 6600 H. Baltimore Naional Pike. Baitimorr.?o SPACEWAY SOUND 304 Legion Avenue, An-napolis e

,
itGirsCC-C,

JVC KO-S200 II Cassette Deck. Unique
NC Super ANRS reduces tape hiss. 5
peak-reading LEDs. Sen-Alloy head. Au-
tomatic stop. Bias/EC1 switches. Ab-
sentee recording when connected In
timer.

;VC 11.-F30 Fully Automatic Turntable.
Automatic tonearm lead-in, return and
shutoff. Repeat play from one to six
times, or continuously. Belt-drive mo-
tor. Oil damped cueing. Anti-skate, 2
speeds. Base & dust cover.

7725 Eastpoint Mall
Baltimore, Md 21224

Whatever you want in a bookstore... We've got it'
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TONIGHT!! 
THE

PEABODY JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Jari Villanevc_, Director

IN CONCERT

8:00 CONCERT I IALL
Pea oody Conservatory

Works By Count Basie, Sammy .\estico,

Charlie Parer, 'Jelly Roil' Morton,

Mac Jones, Bill Chase, an others

Admission $1.50

Students $.50
Senior Citizens Free

Flow albeut serne real live

entettainiment !Delete finals

Bic Jars IFiciplAus University
Cay CAUCUS IDICSCIItS A

Clint 1-10USI
Icaturit k

ArcilICA IIccI

SaltUrtly, UCC. IC

to 12 'Dann. k
cruit FAH - ievcriuk

1 NCH LEF CIO'S

(ci fcc, tea, lords, cit.$.JC

"ThE Goucket-HopkiNs GLEE Club
pROLALEIIEIEN

A CHRISTMAS
CONCERT

FRidAyp DEC. 9 AT TURNER
AUdiTORiUM AT 5:30p.M.
; (dOWNTOWN)

a
Er, 

ATuRdAy, DEC. 10 IN ThE rgGLASS PAVILION, HOMEWOOd AT a
FE_ n
[a 0:uu P.M. (FREE REERESIIMENTS  

c_
u- AFTER CONCERT ) 

FEATURiNq:

a

SELECTIONS FROM HANdEIFS MESSIAH 

LAUd TO ThE NATIVITyf by O. REspighi
FAVORITE Old ChRISTMAS CAROLS ThAT

ALL will ENjoy iN siNgiNg wiTh us!

FREE AdMiSSiON!!!!
pizo 000_0000E0 -00_0 02-0

Get  your Christmas

shopping  done right

on campus!!!

at the

Fourth Annual
Hopkins Union Arts
& Crafts Show

Next Monday & Tuesday

Dec. 12 & 13

lla.m. to 6p.m.

in the Glass Pavilion
LIIIKOWIMMIIIIIIIIIIAVAMIAIIMAIIIIIIIIIMIVIYAII j
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Campu5
The Chinese Students Association will
be sponsoring a movie on Saturday,
December 10,1977 at 3:00 p.m. in the
Listening Viewing Room.

Rick Nelson has signed with the
News-Letter BIA basketball team,
"The Six Pack Minus One," reports
Coach Mike "Deacon Blues" Deak.
Coach Deak hopes that other star
athletes will join the N -L's
booze-ridden squad, inspired as it is
by Spirits Man Dave "Unconscious"
Hawk.

For free advice on matters of a
Personal nature, phone 243-2985, and
ask for Cap'n. F. L. Brown,

Tie Gay Caucus wishes everyone to
know that we will be meeting for the
last time this semester in Merryman
Hall Monday at 8:30 p.m. to finalize
our budget, discuss our Valentine'F
Day dance, and rehash old regulations.
All Hoppies and members of affiliated
institutions are urged to attend. For

further information: 243-4435,
235-5859, 243-7092.

note 5 
Wanna rescue someone from the
depths of sexual oblivion? Call
889-7151 and ask for Loretta. She has
had trouble getting dates ever since a
dog bit her nose off and severely
raked her ears. Please help this girl, as
she is desperate. This is her
mother.

There will be a concert by Peabody
Guitar Ensembles starring Clara R.,
Mann , directed by Ray Chester,
Saturday, December 10 at 7:30 pm in I
Lea k in Hall of the Preparatory
Building at Peabody. Admission is
open to the public free of charge.

High SLhool Visitations! All students
wishing to visit their high schools
as Hopkins' representatives over their
Christmas vacations may now pick up
Blue Key packets in the Admissions
Office. This applies to all students
regardless of membership in the Blue
Key Society. For any questions call
235-4197.

IMPORTANT! Rosters for BIA
basketball are being accepted in the
BIA mailbox 'in the gym or in Box
2105. All rosters must include the
captain's name and phone number.
This year, there will be two basketball
divisions; Division I for tougher teams
and Division II for teams that wish to
compete at a less competitive level.
Teams have the option of choosing
which division they wish to play in,
the object being to complete with
teams of similar strength. More BIA
points will be awarded per game to a
Division I team than to a division II
team, and all Dorm, Frat, and
Independent teams are eligible to

receive BIA points. For any questions,

call Bruce Wolock, 467-3320 or Phil

Gilly at 243-7609.

Came and hear the Tower Music.

Christmas Carols from the Gilman

Tower, Sunday, Dec. II, 7:30 p.m.

The advance playwriting class will
present their Original One Acts this
Saturday, December 10, at 8 p.m. in
the Little Theatre in Levering Hall.
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He claims he can do it. No one
really believes him. It sounds
impossible. That's
understandable. It's hard to
believe anyone can type faster
than a typewriter will move.
But he can. And he does.

Call evenings, 484-5275

Professional Typist
Quality Service

Typing: $.80 page
Save this ad Save this ad Save this ad Save this ad Save this ad SCIVO this ad SOVO this ad Sa11 a f2.. anakmmtmelkonmAlmA,44mmt.ED11,6knom .1.11,Emlomm,ta...4,.taml•=4.1atemAim.(mietImatemAirAmsti

How to convince
Mom and Dad to buy you

a pre-paid Trailways ticket home
Check boxes, clip out, mail to parents.

EMI Mil MIN MIN INN OM MN IIIIII Mil MN IIIIII MIMI NM MIMI lin INN II= MN

Dear Mom and Dad,

Things are swell here at college except, of course, the •
food, which is so bad that I'm GI down to 91 lbs. C] living on
salted water El sending samples to the biology lab 0 hoping
you'll buy me a prepaid Trailways ticket home to get a decent
meal.

I sure could go for some of Mom's good ol' El apple pie
El Riz de Veau a la Financiere CI blood transfusions 0 Trail-
ways tickets paid for at your local station and picked up at
mine.

Dad, next time we get together, I want to tell you
C) about my part-time job C] how I suddenly realized what a
truly wise and magnanimous fellow you are 0 where I left
your car last New Year's Eve 0 thanks for making this trip
possible with a prepaid Trailways ticket.

I also need some advice on [11 a personal matter [11 my
backhand 0 where one can hire decent servants these days
0 how to separate you from a few bucks for a prepaid Trail-
ways ticket.

Got to sign off now and go CI to class CI to pieces
El drop three or four courses 0 to the Trailways station to
see if anyone sent me a prepaid ticket to get out of here for
the weekend.

Love,

P. &just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell
them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here
when I go to catch the bus.
There is a $5 service charge for prepaid tickets. The user will be notified by the nearest Trailways terminal when the ticket is ready. Prepaid
round-trip tickets are good for one year from the date of purchase. Prepaid onear tickets are good for fin dais from the date of purchase

IIIIIIIII MIMI MEI MIN 1111. IOW OM NM MIN IMO MIMI nil NM 11111110 WIN =III

Trailways

'BIRTH
;CONTROL &
•'ABORTION I
'MIMS.
I HILLCREST CLINIC &
'II COUNSELING SERVICE!
/1 BALTIMORE, MD.
I (301) 788-4400 1
imam wimium

AO. 

Educated Beer
Tastes Prefer

BECK'S
IMPORTED BEER

••••it

Brewed in West
Germany for
800 semesters!

Enjoyed in
140 Countries!
Graduate to Beck's!

Beer Mug Offer!
Handsome, heavy Beck's
Beer Mugs at very special

L1

price where you hue
Beck's Beer.

Imported by Dribeck, 1..1., N.Y.
Dist in Md. by F.P. Winner

L)orit iorgettrost
super One Act,
Sot, ONLY :Qt •

In the Little Theo:. ,.
in Levering- FIr).1l.

They re free, so

bring the spouseFor more information call Trailways 752-2115
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